
Segersjö International Horse Trials with European Cup 2023 
 
Segersjö will organize the European Cup (EC) on 22-27 August 2023.  
 
EC is a team competition in CCI3*-S. Each country can be represented by teams with 4-6 riders.  
It is also an individual competition where countries not represented by teams can participate with up 
to 3 individual riders. Countries represented by a team of 6 may also bring an additional 2 riders  
who compete as individuals.  
 
In 2023 we will also arrange a long CCI2*-L class which gives the riders the opportunity to  
bring additional horses. 
 
EC runs in CCI3*-S. The difference compared to a regular competition is that the teams ride a  
quadrille. How this is to be ridden and how the result is calculated can be seen in this You Tube video 
of the team test: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vq69ivJ2oIY  
 
This form of competition has a long tradition and is highly valued on the continent and in  
England. We in Sweden also have a long tradition of the competition and EC has been arranged in 
Sweden on several occasions. 
 
EC is a competition with many activities in addition to riding during the competition days.  
The teams are followed by a large crowd of supporters and the mood is high! Not least  
during the show competition where each country presents their own show number. Of course,  
there will also be a riders party. We will present a full program in the spring of 2023. 
 
The competition is an excellent opportunity for the team members to gain experience of  
competing as a team. Not least the quadrille contributes to this by building team spirit  
during training for it. 
 
Segersjö has arranged international 2*and 3* competitions for many years. The  
European Championship for juniors and young riders has been held twice. Our policy is to  
work with leading international officials, and over the years, many well-known names in the  
eventing world have become involved in our competition. We therefore feel that we can offer 
participating teams a competition with a high international level and a friendly atmosphere.  
 
We are looking forward to welcoming teams from your country to Sweden and the European Cup 
2023.  
 
For further information please visit www.segersjo.com  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9bS-c9B9nkw&feature=youtu.be  
 
Welcome!  
 
Segersjö International Horse Trials  



 
 
 


